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This research aim is deepening of conceptual principles of realization of innovative activity by public government bodies, and also development of keys trends of providing of valuable innovative activity government bodies as bases of social and economic development of Ukraine.

In this research the ground of conceptual positions of realization of innovative activity is carried out by public government bodies in Ukraine. Authorial going near a list and maintenance of constituents of process of realization of innovative activity, unlike existing, accent attention public government bodies on realization of such skilled politics, that will provide形成ing of necessary professional competences for public office workers and will decrease resistance to the innovations on the basis of acceleration of their readiness to these innovations.

It is educed that process of realization of valuable innovative activity must be founded public government bodies: firstly, on a management the professional competence of public office workers, that will be realized on the basis of evaluation of level of competence of public office employees by adjustment of this level, secondly, on the evaluation of ready of public office employees condition to the innovations (an obligatory condition is electing of certain criteria of evaluation), thirdly, on a management resistance to the innovations in government bodies.

An author is distinguish principal reasons of realization of uneffective innovative politics and insolvency to orientate the economy of Ukraine on the new (innovative) model of development, and also the basic blocks of problems of realization of the regional innovative oriented politics are certain in Ukraine and their solution is offered. Basic attention is spared to the effective use of mechanisms of innovative development of cities (state-private partnership, project management); to creation and further development of innovative structures (cluster structures); to the use of the newest technologies in activity of government (e-learning, to training of technology) bodies and other.

Certainly, that between effective innovative activity of government bodies and socio-economic development of country there is intercommunication on a macro-level that appears during adjusting of innovative processes (organization of activity of the system of the states adjusting and management an economy).

Reasonably, that for the increase of efficiency of innovative activity public government bodies in Ukraine are to create special institution – office of innovative activity, that system and professionally would engage in the questions of support of innovations in state and municipal administration, expedient. An author is set forth the primary purpose of office of innovative activity, its task, forms, its creation, and key advantages of functioning, is possible in that, also.